Some Tips on Security Culture

Dealing with infiltration:

- Don't spread gossip or rumors, esp. sensational or strange ones
- Understand that some are infiltrators and others just wing nuts
- Deal with disruptive BEHAVIORS, don’t make it personal
- Don’t out agents without CERTAINTY
- Don’t snitch jacket others, only call someone a cop if you KNOW
don’t assume the FBI already knows everything
- Don’t pressure newcomers into actions they are unsure of
- Pay attention to people with a pattern of disruptive behavior
- Confront disrupters/those in conflict w/you first.
- Widely, loudly and publicly out known infiltrators.
- Diversify and democratize all skills, no centralization of power
- Regularly and proactively practice conflict resolution.
- Create and maintain a log on suspicious incidents, look for
patterns
- Don't mock those who raise security concerns. Encourage and
nurture security culture.
- Limit suspects' ability to do damage

Dealing with Psychological Warfare

- Loudly, publicly, support anyone under Govt. attack
- Keep office, home, work areas neat and tidy, to easier see
break-ins
- Do not discuss sensitive info over phone, car, at home or in
offices understand the difference between paranoia and security
consciousness
- Don't become isolated or allow others to support your comrades
- Don’t believe every weird rumor/communication you find, check
out authenticity of weird communications
- Expose crude harassment loudly and publicly through media.
- Develop good media relations proactively.
- Publicly challenge and expose bogus literature, rumors, etc.
Woo-woo, martial arts, art, meditation, etc. stay grounded and
spiritually healthy, take good care of yourself.
- Develop a thick skin, don't take critiques personally, organizing
in the face of State repression is very stressful.
- Know who you trust and TRUST THEM. Develop strong
friendships.
- Verify and double check housing arrangements, meeting times,
- Keep duplicates of documents in a safe place
- Develop contingency plans for jailable actions, don't let your friends or yourself get snitch jacketed.

**Dealing with Legal Harassment**

- Don't talk to the FBI or Local Law, AT ALL, EVER.
- Develop a relationship with a sympathetic lawyer
- Don't do illegal things stupidly, don't.
- Don't carry address books or sensitive info into arrest situations.
- Don't use code on the phone. in court, code can mean anything.
- Don't say anything on the phone that you don't want played back to you (and a judge and jury) in court.
- Try to arrange for sanctuary in a local church if a member is grand juried or otherwise subpoenaed.

**Dealing with Force and Violence**

- Don't travel alone during "hot" times
- Practice cop watching and have CW networks in place
- Remain alert, know some self-defense, stay fit and healthy
- Develop security procedures appropriate to your group, discuss them thoroughly, and follow them always.
- Stay focused on the work at hand; do not be paralyzed by paranoia